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We report on magnetotransport measurements of spin valve films that have been fabricated into
rectangular stripes with Au current leads. The spin valve films consisted of two magnetic NiFe
layers separated by a nonmagnetic Cu layer. The top NiFe layer was magnetically pinned by a FeMn
layer with an effective pinning field of 12 kA/m~150 Oe!. After device fabrication, the transport
properties changed dramatically as the stripe-height of the device was decreased below 1mm.
Internal demagnetizing fields and magnetostatic interactions between the magnetic layers dominated
the magnetic response. These interactions change the biasing point and the linearity, and cause a
decrease in sensitivity to field changes. We have developed a simple single-domain rotation model
that includes magnetostatic, anisotropy, and exchange interactions to describe the magnetic
behavior, from which we calculate the transport response. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.
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The primary focus of this work was to study spin val
devices as the height of the sensor was reduced below 1mm.
Most of the data reported on spin valves is for unpatter
films, which may have very different properties from devic
level measurements.6 We found that the most important in
teractions for small devices were magnetostatic, both inte
demagnetizing fields and interlayer interactions between
magnetic layers. To better understand the results, we h
developed a simple single-domain rotation model to desc
the magnetic behavior of the spin valve devices. The ca
lation uses a Stoner–Wohlfarth model7 for each layer and
includes magnetostatic, anisotropy, exchange, pinning,
external field interactions.8

The spin-valve films were sputtered onto Al2O3-coated
silicon wafers and then patterned using a wet-etch proc
into rectangular stripes with Au current leads for transp
measurements, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The stripe-height
~along x! varied from 16 to 0.5mm while maintaining an
aspect ratio of stripe height to length of 1–10@Fig. 1~a! is not
drawn to scale#. For the devices used in this study, the tra
width was set equal to the stripe height so that the active
was square. The track width defined by the current le
varied from 16 to 0.5mm. The films consisted of a free laye
of NiFe ~7.5 nm!, a spacer layer of Cu~3 nm!, a pinned layer
of NiFe ~7.5 nm!, a pinning layer of FeMn~10 nm!, and a
capping layer of Ta~5 nm!. The pinning was accomplishe
by exchange coupling between the Ni80Fe20 to the antiferro-
magnetic Fe50Mn50 layer, which typically produces an effec
tive pinning field of 12 kA/m~150 Oe!. We did not add Co
to the interfaces between the NiFe and Cu~which tends to
increase the GMR by a factor of 2 or more!,9 in order to keep
the system simple for modeling purposes. The easy axis
induced along thez-axis in the free layer by depositing th
layer in a magnetic field.

Devices were fabricated with the pinning field align
perpendicular to the stripe length, so, at zero field, the m
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netic layers are 90° to each other~the free-layer magnetiza
tion prefers to align along the stripe length!. This places the
resistance at zero applied field in the middle of the line
region ~bias point!. The sheet-film GMR response shown
Fig. 1~b!, for example, is biased near the center with hi
sensitivity and a large linear region. The pinning field kee
the upper NiFe layer from switching in fields up to 12 kA/
~150 Oe!. The Cu thickness was 3 nm, just thin enough
produce a small ferromagnetic exchange interaction betw
the magnetic layers that slightly shifts the bias point.

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of a spin-valve test device~not drawn to
scale! and ~b! a plot of DR/R for the sheet film response. The magne
layers are NiFe~7.5 nm! with a 3-nm-thick Cu spacer and a pinning layer
FeMn ~10 nm!.
3935)/3935/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Plots of GMR response as a function of device stripe height for~a! 16mm, ~b! 4 mm, ~c! 1 mm, and~d! 0.5mm. The stripe length is 10 times the strip
height.
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The response of a device with a 16mm stripe height, a
16 mm track width, and a Cu thickness of 3 nm is shown
Fig. 2~a!. The center of the linear region has slightly shift
to positive fields due to magnetostatic interactions, but o
erwise is very similar to the sheet film response shown
Fig. 1~b!. The low-field portion of the curve has a large lin
ear region with high sensitivity, which is very attractive f
recording applications. Optimum biasing can be acco
plished to some degree by using self-fields from the app
current and by controlling the exchange coupling betwe
the magnetic layers.

As the device size decreases, however, the shape o
GMR curve becomes parabolic with a decrease in sensiti
from broadening of the response due to internal demagn
ing fields. With the large saturation magnetization value
NiFe ~800 kA/m!, small demagnetizing factors can cau
fairly large magnetostatic fields. The response for differ
stripe heights is shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. The response o
the 4mm device begins to show a decrease in the slope of
linear region and slight rounding. For the 1 and the 0.5mm
devices shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, the shape of the re
sponse is more nearly parabolic. Both internal and interla
magnetostatic interactions between the NiFe layers bec
comparable to the pinning field. As the stripe height d
creases, the transverse demagnetizing fields increase be
of the constant film thickness. For example, the effect
demagnetizing field at 16mm is approximately 0.32 kA/m~4
Oe! and increases to over 4 kA/m~50 Oe! for the 1 mm
device.

The bias points for the curves in Fig. 2~b! and 2~c! are
nearly the same with the pinned layer still pinned along
x axis ~90°!, but now the free layer is locked at approx
mately290° due to the magnetostatic fields from the pinn
3936 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 25, 16 December 1996
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layer. This alignment is assumed because the resistance
maximum~and is similar to the sheet film’s maximum resi
tance!, corresponding to antiparallel alignment. The alig
ment is maintained over a range of stripe heights from 1
5 mm. We attempted to correct the bias of the 1mm device
using self-fields from large applied current densities, b
were only able to produce small shifts up
23107 A/cm2.

As the stripe height decreases, the magnetostatic fi
between the layers and the internal demagnetizing fields
come comparable to the pinning field.~The interlayer mag-
netostatic fields scale with the internal demagnetizing field!
For the extreme case shown in Fig. 2~d!, the free layer and
the pinned layer rotate into antiparallel alignment at ze
field, producing a parabolic response~much like what is seen
in a multilayer!. The magnitude ofDR/R remains nearly the
same for all of the devices@Figs. 2~c! and 2~d! are not com-
pletely saturated; otherwise the values are similar#. This in-
dicates that at least the material properties involved with
transport have not severely degraded with device fabricat
although the pinning field may have degraded, which will
discussed later. To better understand the magnetic beha
we have developed a simple model that treats the magn
zation in each layer as a single domain.11,12

The magnetic layers of a spin valve are treated as sin
domain films, and their magnetic behaviors are modeled
ing the Stoner–Wohlfarth coherent rotation model7 of the
magnetization reversal of a uniformly magnetized ellipso
We extended the model developed in Ref. 8 to include
transverse uniaxial anisotropy field in the pinned layer. T
free energy density of thepinnedmagnetic layer is given by
the expression8
Cross et al.
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2Ms

2~Nxa
21Nyb

21Nzg
2!2uH01Hp

1Hm~Ms8!uMs~ la1mb1ng!1 1
2HkMs~12a2!

1 1
2Hk-pinMs~12g2!, ~1!

whereH0 is the externally applied field;Hp is the pinning
field; Hm(Ms8) is the interlayer magnetostatic interactio
field; a, b, andg are the direction cosines of the magnetiz
tion of the filmMs ; l , m andn are the direction cosines o
the total fieldH01Hp1Hm(Ms8); andNx , Ny , andNz(Nx

1Ny1Nz51) are the demagnetizing factors along the th
principal axes of the film. The easy-axis anisotropy fie
along the longitudinal directionHk is induced by sputtering
in a magnetic field.

Surface charges on the boundaries of the rectang
films are the field sources used in calculatingHm . Other
fields, such as the self-field due to current flowing throu
the device, and possible effective exchange interaction fi
between the magnetic layers, may be included in the appl
field term in Eq.~1!. We have also included atransverse
uniaxial anisotropy termHk-pin in the energy expression fo
the pinned layer to account for the observed hysteresi
high fields when the layer unpins and rotates to align alo
the applied field. The general form is given in the last term
Eq. ~1!.

An expression similar to~1! follows for the energy den-
sity of the free layer by interchanging the roles ofMs and
Ms8 , and omitting the pinning field term and the transve
anisotropy term. For the free layer,Hm is the interlayer mag-
netostatic interaction field acting on it due to the magneti
tion of the pinned layer. More of these issues are describe
detail in Ref. 8. The change in the resistance is proportio
to DR512cosu, whereu is the angle between the magn
tization vectors of the layers. The proportionality constan
found by matching the fit to the experimental data.

Plots of the calculated response as a function of dev
size are shown in Fig. 3. The parameters for the calcula
were found by fitting the 16mm stripe-height device first an
then using the same parameters to fit all of the other devi
The parameters used in the fits areHp512 kA/m ~150 Oe!,
Hk-pin54 kA/m ~50 Oe!, Hk50.64 kA/m, NiFe thickness
57.5 nm, andMs5800 kA/m. The exchange field measure
in the films for a Cu thickness of 3 nm was small and w
neglected in the calculation. We can derive various conc
sions from the model fits.~1! The internal demagnetizing
fields rotate the layers toward the stripe length. This ene
term becomes larger than the pinning interaction for devi
smaller than 1mm and causes a decrease in sensitivity~de-
creases the slope!. ~2! The interlayer magnetostatic energ
terms favor antiparallel alignment. The interaction is t
largest external contributor to the total energy of the f
layer for devices<1 mm. It is this interaction that shifts the
bias point and in the extreme case produces the parab
response for the very small devices.~3! To properly fit the 1
and 0.5mm device curves, we found that the pinning fie
decreases with device size~this was not done for the curve
shown in Fig. 3!. The pinning field shifts the curve towar
negative field and flattens the response more than is obse
experimentally. The little shift observed in Fig. 2~d! suggests
that the effective pinning field is very small for the 0.5mm
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 69, No. 25, 16 December 1996
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device. To properly fit the response, we used a pinning fi
of 0.8 kA/m. The reduction in pinning field is not totall
unexpected considering the corrosive nature of the Fe
pinning layer. We expect that some corrosion occurs fr
the edges inward and becomes serious for the smaller
vices. The fact that the 0.5mm device exhibits GMR with
very little pinning is important because we find that magn
tostatic coupling can be used to obtain antiparallel alignm
and still realize the fullDR/R. If we calculate demagnetizing
energy as a function of stripe height, we find that the dem
netizing energy grows larger than the pinning energy j
below 1mm and is inversely proportional to the stripe heigh
The arrows in the plots show the relative orientation of ma
netization in each layer at the bias point. As the stripe hei
decreases, the magnetostatic fields rotate the magnetiz
from transverse bias toward antiparallel alignment.
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FIG. 3. Calculations of GMR response as a function of device stripe hei
for ~a! 16mm and~b! 1 mm. The stripe length is 10 times the stripe heigh
The parameters used in the fits areHp512kA/m, Ms5800 kA/m,
Hs-pin54 kA/m, andHk50.64 kA/m. The magnetic layers are assumed to
identical with thicknesses of 7.5 nm. The arrows show the relative orie
tion of magnetization at the bias point; the top arrow represents the pin
layer and the bottom arrow represents the free layer.
3937Cross et al.


